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¿Mi casa es su
casa?
The Impact of Airbnb on the
Monteverde Community
Goucher Mount Holyoke, April 13, 2019
Deena Blum, Madeleine DesFosses, Ilana Heller, Rachel Luce,
Talia Michaud, Beau Ngu, Molly Sutter, Eleanor Zelek

Recap of 2018 project
● Project started by the Goucher Mount Holyoke program in
2018
● Their research explored:
○ History and background of Airbnb
○ Gig economy
○ Gentrification
○ Greenwashing
○ Economic, social and environmental impacts
○ Globalization

What are the social and
economic impacts of
the short-term rental
market on the
Monteverde zone?

Methods
● Literature Review
● Qualitative and Quantitative Research
○ ~50 semi-structured interviews, AirDNA
● Snowball, (not random) sampling
● Analysis
● Limitations

Stakeholders in Monteverde
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Hotel owners
Airbnb hosts
Airbnb/hotel guests
Local business owners
Schools
Municipality
Locals

Presentation Outline
1. Background and context
a. Trends in tourism and Airbnb: global and
local
b. AirDNA
2. Our findings
3. Moving forward: what can be done?

Global
Growth
of
Tourism
and
Airbnb

Living like a local...

(Airbnb)

Towards a sharing economy?

Business Model Toolbox

“...the ‘sharing’ economy is little more than a
rhetorical construct to disguise neoliberal
practices including flexible and precarious
working arrangements, within a veneer of
‘altruistic social values’”
(Gurran, p. 299)

(Airbnb)

Effects and impacts of Airbnb

(Airbnb)

Economic
growth

Concerns about the housing
market

Expansion of tourism in MV
●
●
●
●

Late 1980s - dairy to tourism
12,000 walk-ons to 50,000, now 250,000
Rise in adventure and conventional tourism
“the horse had left the barn”

“Wild West of Capitalism”

AIRDNA:
AN OVERVIEW
OF THE DATA

280 Active Rentals in Monteverde
(as of February 2018)

2018

451 Active Rentals in
Monteverde (as of April 2019)

2019

Price Range

Monteverde Case Study
January 2018
● 142 properties booked
● 1,950 nights
● ₡118,993,790 total home revenue
○

$196,426 USD

● ₡36,512,494 total room revenue
○

$60,273 USD

● $82 average night

January 2019
● 225 properties booked
● 3,729 nights
● ₡235,648,038 total home revenue
○

$388,996 USD

● ₡92,631,228 total room revenue
○

$152,911 USD

● $72 average night

Seasonality
2019

AirDNA Limitations
● Limited information as
compared to previous
year
● Discrete hosts unclear
○ Hosts may be
gaming the system
○ Implications for
taxes and
regulations

FINDINGS

Overview of themes

FINDINGS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Touristification & the rise of Airbnb
Effects on local economy
Long-term rental crisis
Environmental impacts
Taxes & regulations
Community values

Touristification and
Overdevelopment:
“Miami-Verde”
● “One-show economy”
● Rising cost of living
● Commodification expansion
○ Conserved land
○ Farms
○ Homes

“Think about it: people’s
homes are their
businesses -- is this
really how we are
intended to live?”

Local responses to the demands
of a tourist economy
●
●
●

●

Tourists demand and locals supply
Economic participation and decisionmaking
Income
○ Multiple jobs
○ Introduction of Airbnb
The need to learn marketable and profitable
skills
○ Internet literacy
○ Financial literacy
○ Marketing
○ Language

Airbnb as a desirable
alternative hospitality
model
“Customers are going to buy
what they want, and Airbnb is
offering something that people
like.”

● For guests
○ Access to nature
○ Family-friendly
○ Specific amenities
○ Cultural exchange
● For hosts
○ Agency and flexibility
○ Alternative income
○ Cultural exchange

“It’s an easier way for
people with little resources
to support their income,
and the last 15 years has
seen a huge growth. Some
people even move here just
so they can get a house
and put it on Airbnb.com”

Why Airbnb?

● Supplemental income
● Platform accessibility
● Access to new opportunities
(schooling, travel, etc.)
● Wealth distribution
○

“Airbnb spreads the resources”
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Touristification & the rise of Airbnb
Effects on local economy
Long-term rental crisis
Environmental impacts
Taxes & regulations
Community values

Social stratification
● Exacerbation of existing wealth gaps
○ Who has extra room?
○ Time
○ Borrowing money costly in Costa Rica
■ “[We] dug ourselves into a hole”
■ “We can’t have property without this”

“Feel a little more free.
Become a host.”

Financial risk of investments
● Host investment in properties
○ Reinvesting profits
○ Bank loans
● Debt as necessary risk
● Long-term uncertainty of the STR Market
● Fear of losing land

Competition
Enclave vs. Inclusive tourism
● Shift from inclusive to
enclave, privatization
● Entire community should
benefit, “so the community
is less capitalistic and more
shared”

“Para mi es injusto!” This place
was built on the work that others
put in, and we all need to
recognize that our success
depends on what others
contributed to building this
community. All business owners
should have the same goal, to
leave this a better community
than it was before.
“Somos más distanciados que
unidos.”

The Selina experience
Selina in
San Jose

Selina in
Monteverde

Comparing Selina and Airbnb
Selina
●
●
●
●
●

●

Offers a community of travelers
Consistency of experience between
locations
Is favored by solo travelers
Often criticized for contributing to
gentrification
Can provide all-inclusive experience
○ Restaurant, entertainment,
transportation…
Reservations not necessarily required

Airbnb
●
●
●
●
●

●

Can offer interaction with local hosts,
or privacy
Different experience in each home
Is favored by families
Often criticized for leading to
gentrification
Can provide all-inclusive experience
○ Kitchens, laundry,
entertainment…
Reservations required

“We (residents of the zone) are
trying to divide the pie into too
many pieces.”

“Hotels are simultaneously
fighting against Airbnb, and
cautiously engaging with it and
tapping into the STR trend
themselves” (Gallagher, p. 141).

“The mindset of hotels and
shops is to ‘gouge’ tourists
for all the money they have
while they are visiting,
which is a system based
on theft and greed.”
“Ten years ago tourists
would come and have a
leisurely dinner and spend
a lot of money. Now they’re
eating at small, inexpensive
places, to save money so they
can go do the canopy tour.”

The high price of tourism

“Now, even restaurants that were
set up for tourists are less
populated, because people are just
cooking for themselves in their
rental houses.”
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Touristification & the rise of Airbnb
Effects on local economy
Long-term rental crisis
Environmental impacts
Taxes & regulations
Community values

Crisis for long-term
renters
● The rise in Airbnb makes it
difficult to rent long-term
○ High prices
○ Displacement
○ Eviction
● Friends School built housing
for their teachers

“I never know if the
owners of my house will
want to go back to
Airbnb, not having
housing security is
another layer of stress.”
“That’s the problem with
successful tourism:
residents can be priced
out of their own homes.”

Who are the players?
● Landlords
● Expatriates
○ Only ones who can afford high rents
○ Renegotiate Airbnbs
● Local workers and international teachers earn local
salary, struggle to rent in zone
○ Commute

“Finding a place
to live in
Monteverde is
more difficult and
expensive than
anywhere else in
the country, and
Airbnb plays a
huge role in that.”

Rents are
“outrageously
high.”

“There is no
place you can
afford to live on a
Monteverde
salary.”

“Renting
here is
awful.”

“Pure desperation.”
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Touristification & the rise of Airbnb
Effects on local economy
Long-term rental crisis
Environmental impacts
Taxes & regulations
Community values

Environmental
impacts
● Increases in waste and water
use
○ Greywater and waste
management
● Wastewater and solid waste
distribution
● More cars
● Regulation and taxation

“For the economy,
the growth is good,
but not for the
environment”
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Touristification & the rise of Airbnb
Effects on local economy
Long-term rental crisis
Environmental impacts
Taxes & regulations
Community values

Taxes
●

●

Tax compliance
and community
acceptance
Local vs. National
taxation
○

Community
benefits from
local taxes

“As long as they’re
playing by the same
rules, I don’t see an issue”

Guest and Resident Safety
●

Lack of health and safety
regulations (Gurran)
○

●

●

Infrastructure, emergency exits
and protocol

No planning for how to protect
guests
○ Liability
Guests unregistered, hosts
vulnerable
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Touristification & the rise of Airbnb
Effects on local economy
Long-term rental crisis
Environmental impacts
Taxes & regulations
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Neighborhood Case Study
● Residents from a single neighborhood
● From North America
○ Permanent and temporary residents
● Presence of short-term rental market
● Concern and curiosity

“We agree that if we can
earn money inside of a
community, that
community funding
should meet the majority
of the needs of the
people”

A community’s
responsibility
● Short-term rental market growth
indicates community progress
● Community's responsibility
○ Profit from short-term rentals
should be invested in the
community

What Does “Community” Mean to
People Who Live in Monteverde?
● “...common needs and goals. It's
people getting together to fix
things that need to be fixed..”
● “...truly knowing your neighbors,
experiencing things together,
helping each other…
● “...a sense of history and
tradition [is needed] to be
considered a local.”

We see that altruistic collaboration and shared
experiences define community for these participants

Mi casa ya no es su casa...
● “‘With Airbnb owners, everything is always ‘don’t mess this up!’ or

‘don’t touch that – it’s for the guests!’” It is very extraño to see
people suddenly being kind of selfish when it comes to their
houses and their possessions, “all for some tourists that they will
only know for two or three days.”
● “Airbnb owners will sometimes go to each other’s houses ‘just for

a friendly visit,’ when really, they are scoping out what their
competition looks like.”

Mi casa ya no es su casa...
● Rather than giving their old houses to their children (as per

tradition), older community members are renting them out on
Airbnb.
● How does this re-allocation of housing and resources shift

family dynamics?

A Different Take on Shared
Experiences: Can’t We Share With
Tourists, too?
One Airbnb owner noted that she “likes to take the
time to communicate with her guests before they
arrive, and that when she does, it “feels like [she is]
receiving people [she knows]”. Her husband is a tour
guide, so her guests can schedule a tour with
someone they already know, which she thinks is
valuable to tourists.”
Does sharing one’s lifestyle and culture not “count” as
community-building if it is in the context of tourism?

Summary of findings
● No one has said we should get rid of Airbnb
● Context of tourism: “It’s expensive to live here, so
people have to work a lot because they have to
spend a lot”
● “It’s a free country”
○ Community is complicated by commodification
○ People feel within their rights to participate

Summary of findings
● There is a long-term rental crisis
● A “tipping point”?
● There are negative environmental impacts
associated with the tourist economy
● Many interviewees believe that Airbnbs in
Monteverde should be regulated and/or taxed

“I try to have empathy for Airbnb hosts,
it’s easy to complain about the housing
situation and want cheaper housing and
to be able to live in Monteverde, but at
the same time I respect people who are
trying to do what’s best for their
families”

MOVING
FORWARD:
What can be
done?

Barcelona is cited as a success story for
pressuring Airbnb to release host data
● Protects long-term rentals and
residential housing from conversion to
short-term rentals and limited growth
in tourist lodging
● Halted approval for new hotels
● Forced Airbnb to release host data to
enforce policy. Hosts must now register
and get permit
● Thousands have been shut down to date

Toronto
● Wanted to protect long-term rentals and residential housing
from conversion to short-term rentals
● Tried to make it harder for investors to buy multiple condos to
convert into short-term rental units -- still being appealed in court
● Largely ineffectual: they need to enforce licensure, but have not
been as successful as Barcelona
○ Need to make Airbnb reveal the identities of Airbnb hosts

To Regulate or
Not to Regulate:
The Abarca Bill

● Proposed bill to tax Airbnb
○ Generation of money is a
“commercial activity.”
● "This is an industry, it is not a small
business. Airbnb billed $25 million
in Costa Rica and what is clear is
that it is already a commercial
activity, therefore they must have a
regulation.” - Pablo Heriberto
Abarca

Community recommendations
● Need for organized community dialogue and discussion
NOW
○ Collective, local solution
● Educate Airbnb hosts around waste management
● Limit Airbnb properties
○ “A property should act as the primary residence for the
owner 51% of the time”
● Municipality
○ Tax waste and water use

Waiting for the state
● Tensions between local and national government
○ Some believe only the state can solve this problem
○ Community values - committees
● Zoning in Monteverde
○ “Consejo municipal” vs. full-fledged municipality
○ Role of state agencies

“El gobierno tiene que rápido actuar”

Our ideas
● Cooperative ownership of
Airbnb
● Regulating entire homes vs.
individual rooms
● Sustainability certification to
attract ethically responsible
Airbnb guests

Recommendations for
future research
●

Household income strategies

●

Hotel workers

●

More long-term renters

●

Environmental impacts

●

Municipality actions

●

Neighborhood case studies
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